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My challenge: To speak, for 45 minutes, about an
intersection of two fields that might be the empty set
The “Argument from Two Mysteries”: “The mind is
mysterious, quantum mechanics is also mysterious, ergo
they might be related somehow”
What kind of ignoramus would even toy with such a dumb idea?
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On the other hand, there’s an obvious Problem of Scale:
~0.3 nm

~4 nm

~10,000 nm

Also: The Problem of Timing (cf. Tegmark 1999)

 decoherence  10 s   neuron  10 s
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And The Problem of Cringeworthy Claims
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My view: Barring a scientific revolution, debates
about quantum mechanics and mind will continue
popping up like Whack-a-Mole
And it’s not even obvious that they shouldn’t

My modest goal, in this talk: To explain some
discoveries in quantum computing and information
that might bear on these debates
Along the way, I’ll also discuss how QC could help—
or not help—with your machine learning tasks, and
how concepts from machine learning have helped
quantum computing theory

Quantum Mechanics in 1 Slide
“Like probability theory, but over the complex numbers”

Probability Theory:

Quantum Mechanics:
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Linear transformations
that conserve 1-norm of
probability vectors:
Stochastic matrices
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Linear transformations
that conserve 2-norm of
amplitude vectors:
Unitary matrices

Interference
“The source of all quantum weirdness”
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Possible states of a single
quantum bit, or qubit:
0 1
2
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0 1
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Measurement
If you ask |0+|1 whether it’s |0 or |1, it answers
|0 with probability ||2 and |1 with probability ||2.
And it sticks with its answer from then on!
Measurement is a “destructive” process:

Product state of two qubits:
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  1  0   1 

  0 0   0 1   1 0   1 1

Entangled state (can’t be
written as product state):

0 0 1 1
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The “deep mystery” of QM: Who decides when a
“measurement” happens? An “outsider’s view”:

 0

  1  World   0 World 0   1 World1
Unitary

The qubit simply gets entangled with your own brain (and lots
of other stuff), so that it collapses to |0 or |1 “relative to you”
Taking this seriously leads to the Many-Worlds Interpretation

Product state of two qubits:
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Entangled state (can’t be
written as product state):
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0 0 1 1

The Options, As I See It:
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1. Many-Worlds (or some wordier equivalent)

The “deep mystery” of QM: Who decides when a
“measurement”
happens?
An(e.g.,
“outsider’s
view”:
2. Radical new
physics
dynamical
collapse)

and stop
 3.0 “Shut
 1  up
World
 asking”
0 World
Unitary
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The qubit simply gets entangled with your own brain (and lots
of other stuff), so that it collapses to |0 or |1 “relative to you”
Taking this seriously leads to the Many-Worlds Interpretation

David Deutsch (circa 1970s): “Many worlds
are real, and there’s an experiment that
could prove it!”
Step 1: Build artificially-intelligent quantum computer

| 

Step 2: Place in superposition of mental states
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Step 3: Measure the interference between the states
(as we presumably never could with an “organic” brain)

Quantum Computing
“Quantum Mechanics on Steroids”
A general entangled state of n qubits requires ~2n amplitudes
to specify:
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Presents an obvious practical problem when using
conventional computers to simulate quantum mechanics
Feynman 1981: So then why not turn things around, and
build computers that themselves exploit superposition?
Shor 1994: Such a computer could do more than simulate
QM—e.g., it could factor integers in polynomial time

Quantum Computing
“Quantum Mechanics on Steroids”

Where we are: A QC has now factored 21 into
37, with
high probability
(Martín-López
etn al.
2012)
A general
entangled
state of n qubits
requires ~2
amplitudes



Scaling up 
is hard,
 because
 xofxdecoherence! But
unless QM is wrong, theren doesn’t seem to be any
x0 ,1
fundamental obstacle

to specify:

Presents an obvious practical problem when using
conventional computers to simulate quantum mechanics

Interesting
Feynman 1981: So then why not turn things around, and
build computers that themselves exploit superposition?
Shor 1994: Such a computer could do more than simulate
QM—e.g., it could factor integers in polynomial time

The Limits of Quantum Computers
Contrary to almost every popular article on the subject, a QC
would not let you “try all answers in parallel and instantly
pick the best one”!
Problem: Measuring just gives you a random answer, with
Pr[x]=|x|2. Need to use interference to give the right
answer a large amplitude. Only known how to do that
exponentially quickly for special problems like factoring
Prevailing Belief: NPBQP (there is no polynomial-time
quantum algorithm for the NP-complete problems)
Bennett et al. 1994: Even a quantum computer needs (N)
steps to search an unstructured list of size N
Actually achievable, using Grover’s algorithm!

But could a quantum computer solve NP-hard
optimization problems—e.g., in machine
learning—in polynomial time by exploiting the
problems’ structure?
Famous attempt to do so: the Quantum Adiabatic
Algorithm (Farhi et al. 1999)
“Simulated annealing enhanced by quantum tunneling”

Hi
Hamiltonian with easilyprepared ground state

Hf

Ground state encodes solution
to NP-complete problem

Problem: “Eigenvalue gap”
can be exponentially small

What we know: On some fitness landscapes, the adiabatic
algorithm can reach a global minimum exponentially faster
than classical simulated annealing. But on other landscapes, it
does the same or even worse.
To know what sort of behavior predominates in practice,
would help to have a QC to run tests with!
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Can n qubits really contain ~2n classical bits?
A machine-learning response…
Theorem (A. 2004): Given an n-qubit state |, suppose you
only care about |’s behavior on 2-outcome measurements
in a finite set S.
There exists a subset TS of size O(n log n) such that, if you
start with  = the maximally mixed state, then postselect on
Tr(M)|M| for all MT, you end up with a state  such
that Tr(M)|M| for all MS.
Proof Idea: “Darwinian winnowing process,” like boosting

Means: We can describe |’s behavior on 2n
measurements using only O(n2 log n) classical bits!
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Means: We can describe |’s behavior on 2n
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Theorem (A. 2006): Given an n-qubit state |, suppose you
only care about |’s behavior on 2-outcome measurements
drawn from a distribution D.
Given k=O(n) sample measurements M1,…,Mk drawn
independently from D, suppose you can find any “hypothesis
state” | such that |Mi||Mi| for all i[k].
Then with high probability over M1,…,Mk, you’ll also have
|M||M| for most M~D.
Proof Idea: Show that, as a hypothesis class, n-qubit states
have “-fat-shattering dimension” only O(n/2)

Might have actual applications in
quantum state tomography

A.-Dechter 2008

The No-Cloning Theorem:
No physical procedure can copy an unknown quantum state
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(Closely related to the Uncertainty Principle)

Applications of the No-Cloning Theorem
Quantum key distribution (BB84):
Already basically practical!

Quantum money (Wiesner 1969): Could
be verified by bank but not copied
(A.-Christiano 2012: Under
plausible cryptographic
assumptions, quantum money
that anyone could verify)

Quantum copy-protected software (A. 2009, A.-Christiano in progress):
A state |f that you can use to evaluate some function f on
inputs x of your choice, but can’t efficiently use to produce more
states that also let you evaluate f

Is QM Relevant to Biology?
At a small enough scale, definitely!

Energy transport in FMO
photosynthetic complex

Magnetoreception in
European robins

(cf. Engel et al. 2007, Mohseni et
al. 2008, Sarovar et al. 2010…)

(cf. Ritz et al. 2004, Gauger et
al. 2011)

Is QM Relevant to the Brain?
Three proposed ways it could be relevant:

1. The brain as a quantum computer

X

2. “Collapse of the wavefunction” an effect of
consciousness
3. Quantum-mechanical limits on the physical
predictability of the brain

X

?

To cut to the chase…

Brain as Quantum Computer?
We’ve already discussed this idea’s physical implausibility.
But it has other severe problems that are just as important:

Factoring integers, breaking RSA, simulating QFT,
etc. not of obvious survival value on the savannah
No evidence that humans do
solve these problems efficiently
Even if the brain were a QC, why would that
help with the “mystery of consciousness”?

Consciousness and Collapse?

Consciousness and Collapse?

Consciousness and Collapse?

|
Conclusion: If “collapse” is a physical phenomenon
at all, then it must happen everywhere, even with
no conscious observers for light-years around.
Otherwise we get absurdities.

Quantum Limits on Predictability?
Consider “faxing” yourself to another planet, like in Star Trek

If you do this, remember to have the “original copy” of
yourself euthanized! Or else who knows whether you’ll
wake up as the copy still on Earth?
Wouldn’t it be great if there were some “Principle of NonClonability” that prevented this sort of metaphysical
craziness from ever rearing its head?
Such a principle might also prevent Deutsch’s MWI experiment
from ever being performed with a human subject

Does the No-Cloning Theorem actually put interesting
limits on our ability to copy the cognitively relevant
information in a brain?

Spectrum of scientific opinion:

Obviously not! We already
have fMRI. It should just take
the engineers another ~50
years to invent nanobots that
can “download” an entire
brain by non-invasively
scanning every synapse

Cloning a brain is
obviously impossible
even just for classical
reasons, ignoring
quantum mechanics

Does the No-Cloning Theorem actually put interesting
limits on our ability to copy the cognitively relevant
information in a brain?

Spectrum of scientific opinion:
Crucial question: What counts
thealready
“cognitively relevant
Obviously not!as We
Cloning a brain is
Does it include,
obviously impossible
have fMRI. information”?
It should just take
the ~50
quantum states
the engineers e.g.,
another
evenofjust for classical
individual
sodium-ion
channels?
years to invent
nanobots
that
reasons, ignoring
(Partly
philosophical question,
quantum mechanics
can “download”
anaentire
but partly an empirical one…)
brain by non-invasively
scanning every synapse

“[W]e should doubtless kill an animal if we tried to
carry the investigation of its organs so far that we
could tell the part played by the single atoms in vital
functions … the idea suggests itself that the minimal
freedom we must allow the organism will be just large
enough to permit it, so to say, to hide its ultimate
secrets from us.” —Niels Bohr

Neuroscientists and machine learning folks should treat
Bohr’s claim as “fighting words,” and try to falsify it!

As, in crude
ways, people
already have

Conclusions
Several speculations one hears—e.g., that the brain is a
quantum computer, or that its activity is needed for
wavefunction collapse—are profoundly implausible, not
only on physical and biological grounds but also on
logical and computational ones

By contrast, the question of the fundamental physical
limits of biological prediction—“is No-Cloning ever
relevant?”—seems fascinating and underexplored
Unlike with many such questions, here there’s a serious
prospect that progress in neuroscience, physics, and
machine learning could actually tell us more

